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2. Unfulfilled land and water management responsibilities from 2013 planning permit:  

During consultations with Councillors and residents in 2013 Dandy Premix signed a Section 173 agreement 
promising responsible environmental stewardship and made a strong commitment to monitor surface and 
drainage water quality for the life of the project. 

Dandy Premix has not fulfilled its commitment to revegetate the eastern part of the site as an alternative 
biolink, as required by the conditions of the previous permit granted by BCSC. This creates a bad faith 
situation which calls into question the integrity of whether they will follow up and actually implement any 
new environmental conditions that may be attached to a planning permit.  

Having not established the biolink vegetation on the Eastern boundary, the removal of the vegetation 
currently there to create the new pit would remove the only wildlife biolink between the Gurdies Nature 
Conservation Reserve and the Grantville Nature Conservation Reserve. 

Before considering another permit application Council needs to ensure that at a minimum the original 
safeguards on revegetation, groundwater impact, runoff, amenity, etc, are implemented and retained. 
Council should require Dandy Premix to commit to protect the site through Trust for Nature or similar 
covenants. 
 

3. Unresolved issues for the current site rehabilitation bond and recent Auditor General report findings 
that Earth Resources Regulation (ERR) is failing in their regulatory duties: 

Refer to pg 186 of the Volume 1 Planning Report which is a letter from Earth Resources Regulation (ERR) to 
Dandy Premix which states, “Please note the current rehabilitation bond requires review.” 

Current proposal would 
destroy this sole biolink 

Dandy Premix have failed to 
revegetate this land as required by a 

condition of their 2013 permit 
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I would like to draw Council’s attention to the recently released Victoria Auditor General’s Office (VAGO) 
review Rehabilitating Mines, tabled in August 2020 which must be considered by Council before considering 
the approval of this application. The found systemic failures in the regulation of mine rehabilitation, 
concluding: 

DJPR [Department of Jobs Precincts and Regions] is not effectively regulating operators’ compliance 
with their rehabilitation responsibilities. This exposes the state to significant financial risk because 
some sites have been poorly rehabilitated or not treated at all. If not addressed, these sites also 
present risks to Victorians and the environment. 

Systemic regulatory failures encompass: 

 using outdated cost estimates 
 not periodically reviewing bonds for their sufficiency—including a four-year bond review 

‘moratorium’ for which there is no documentary evidence that it was duly authorised 
 failure to assure that site rehabilitation had actually occurred before returning bonds 
 approving inadequately specified rehabilitation plans 
 lack of enforcement activities. 

In light of the findings of this recent VAGO investigation I ask that Council be especially vigilant in considering 
this planning permit application. Council should not take for granted that the work plan endorsed by ERR 
(Earth Resources Regulation) and corresponding rehabilitation plan is consistent with the law and will be 
enforced. Looking at the timelines, ERR concluded the Dandy Premix work plan to be satisfactory in May 
2020, just 3 months prior to the tabling of the damning VAGO report.   

If Council is not able to verify this, the granting of a planning permit should be denied, or at least delayed 
until ERR has implemented process improvements as recommended by VAGO, and reassessed the 
application.  

The Dandy Premix planning application is very vague about the ultimate future of the site. The current site 
rehabilitation bond is a mere $200,000, which will fall drastically short of the real cost of rehabilitating the 
current and proposed mine sites. There are other mining sites in the vicinity of Grantville that have since 
been abandoned leaving ecological scars and dangerous landforms.  
 
Don’t kick the can down the road. Before making a decision on this planning application Council should 
confirm the end of life plan for the mining site, including an estimate of costs and require Dandy Premix to 
post an appropriate bond covering these costs for rehabilitation.  

It is essential that Council uphold the standards of site rehabilitation because it is evident from the VAGO 
report that operators and the state regulator (Earth Resources Regulation) can’t be relied upon to do this. It 
is us who live in the local community who will bear the long term consequences of extractive activities and 
the failure to enforce compliance to the law regarding the site rehabilitation bond. 

 
4. Pre-empting the Distinctive Areas and Landscape (DAL) planning framework to protect the natural 

values of the region:  

The Bass Coast has been declared a Distinctive Area and Landscape (DAL). “The Bass Coast contains distinctive 
rural and coastal landscapes, productive agricultural land, and sensitive environments of significant 
biodiversity value.”  

Bass Coast is currently undergoing significant changes to regional planning as a result of being recognised as 
a DAL. The Final Statement of Planning Policy (SPP) for the DAL is due in early 2021. This SPP is a high level 
planning framework which will include a 50-year vision to guide land use and development in Bass Coast. A 




